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OPEN SPACE workshop „Share and develop best practices in the intercultural profession“ 

in cooperation with SIETAR Poland 

Dear SIETARians and interculturalists,  
 

 
You can follow our SIETAR Austria fanpage on facebook here!  
You can find visual impressions from our workshop on facebook as well as 
information on our events as such ans interesting news on intercultural 
themes.  

 
 

Firstly, thanks to all the participants who were part of the FIRST OPEN SPACE Conference organized 
by SIETAR Austria & SIETAR Poland! Everyone was very proactive and dedicated in sharing their 
knowledge and experiences from their intercultural profession. This will hopefully be the beginning 
of many cooperations not only between Austria and Poland, but also within SIETAR and between the 
national SIETARs in Europe! 

Many thanks in the name of SIETAR Austria to: 

Katarzyna Artemiuk (Vice-President SIETAR Poland), Michalina Konkel (President SIETAR Poland), 
Silwia Myszka & Margret Steixner for organizing this great opportunity.  

SPIDI for providing us the Space and giving us the room to share ideas, best practices and develop 
projects.  

 

Our facilitator, Silwia Myszka did an excellent job in facilitating the OPEN SPACE workshop. Thank 
you Silwia, for guiding us through this wonderful workshop!  

Our motto was „Be prepared to be surprised“ and this saying 
became very true during our 2,5 workshop days.  

OPEN SPACE is a great and productive method for sharing 
experiences, practices and topics. 

 

The workshop weekend started with a teambuilding activity by exploring Vienna in Café Sperl, a 
typical Viennese coffee house. Here we had a ‘Melange’ (one of several traditional Viennese coffees)  
and started our city game. The stops we had were Secession, the Opera House, Naturhistorisches 
Museum, the Hofburg and ended at the Rathaus.  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=628825423833821&set=pcb.628825450500485&type=1
https://www.facebook.com/pages/SIETAR-Austria-Society-for-Intercultural-Education-Training-and-Research/489929401056758?fref=ts
http://www.spidi.at/
http://www.cafesperl.at/
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For dinner at the Cafe Rathaus, we had a 
wonderful guest: Beatrice Achaleke! 

Beatrice shred her ideas about "Globunto" and 
others with us at an inspiring dinner! Globunto 
means the African saying “I am because you are” 
where everything and everyone is connected 
with each other.  
Beatrice´s new book "Erfolgsfaktor kutlurelle 
Vielfalt" gives interesting insights on diversity - 
want to have one: http://www.beatrice-
achaleke.at/publications/  
 

 

 

On Saturday we took Beatrice’s message away and included it in the OPEN SPACE as every 
participant shared her/his topics to work on. We began to see: the OPEN SPACE-method also works 
with smaller groups! 

 

Trainers and newcomers in the intercultural field shared and discussed their best practices and many 
different ideas and projects to work on in small groups and defining main topics. Every participant 
chose the he/he wants to take part and the changed. This is how amazing questions, cases and 
experiences were shared. Such as:  

Is cross-cultural competence a cross-cutting issue? How can we innovate the methods we use in 
intercultural trainings, by integrating story telling or visuals? What is different in intercultural 
coaching or working with immigrants? How can we best work in diverse groups as most of us do?  

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=629598950423135&set=pcb.629599813756382&type=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=629598767089820&set=pcb.629599813756382&type=1
http://www.beatrice-achaleke.at/
http://www.beatrice-achaleke.at/publications/
http://www.beatrice-achaleke.at/publications/
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These questions and many, many more were posed in smaller rounds. This is how the participants 
really got to know each other, not only via “speed dating“ on Sunday. In this “matchmaking” practice 

for example we rotated in pairs to get to know the skills of each person and discussing the 
intercultural field more deeply.  

 
It was an amazing experience and thank you to all participants and helpers! Thank you for bringing 
SIETAR to a new inspiring level!  
 
We look forward to further great projects and OPEN SPACE conferences. The next conference is 
being scheduled and the venue already set for Poland! It was a great opportunity to share 
knowledge, time and best practices and to deepen our intercultural relationship with SIETAR Poland 
  
 
Saskia Lackner 
Vice President SIETAR Austria 
SIETAR Europa secretary 

 
 
SIETAR Austria 
Society for Intercultural Education Training and Research 
www.sietar.at 

 
„There is a cure for Monolingualism.“  

 

 

 

http://www.sietar.at/

